
RESTRUCTURING AT AUTOMAJOR LAKHANPUR PART A

THE COMPANY

The Auto Engineering Company (AUTOMAJOR) started operations in 1953 in an old workshop of East

Indian Railway at Jagdishpur. In 1998, AUTOMAJOR made over 70% of the medium and heavy

commercial vehicles on Indian roads. AUTOMAJOR was able to make and procure 99.8% of the parts

requirement within India. A family of 1500 ancillary suppliers furnished all kinds of components. They

supplied about 50% of the parts that got into the trucks. A sister plant at Patalpur in Western India now

equals Jagdishpur in its capacity to manufacture 35,000 vehicles per year. AUTOMAJOR Patalpur

machine tools division has manufactured over 1000 sophisticated special purpose and transfer line

machines. The company’s Engineering Research Center at Patalpur is the pride of AUTOMAJOR. Today

AUTOMAJOR is one of the most comprehensive manufacturers of automobiles in India. The vehicles

are sold through a network of 94 dealers and 79 branch dealers. Altogether, there are 398 service stations

for commercial vehicles and 147 service centers exclusively for passenger cars.

In 2001, the scene of the company changed drastically. It suffered a staggering loss of Rs 500 crores

during the financial year 2000-2001. Its market share reduced from 70% to 49% and the main competitor

attained 52% share of Heavy Commercial Vehicle segment in Indian automobile market. This raised

alarm bells at the Corporate Headquarters. The top management decided to delve into the reasons for the

declining market share and other problems within the company due to which the cost of production per

vehicle was high. The company decided to focus on cutting costs, raising revenues and improving

products to capture market share. It also decided to stress on developing new models and providing

variety. However, development of new models and improvement in current production processes required

drastic change in the organization of AUTOMAJOR.

The basic idea was to structure the organization according to processes rather than functions. Before

restructuring, the organization of AUTOMAJOR was based upon functions. As explained by one of the
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top managers TM21, who was the head of the Top Gear Team2, “Structure which is based upon functions

means that the whole organization is divided according to the functions which are required to accomplish

the objective of company. In case of AUTOMAJOR, the functions involved are manufacturing, procuring

raw materials, managing work force, maintenance, and quality inspection. These functions are

independent of each other, but proper coordination is necessary to achieve the desired objective. Whereas

in the case of a process structure, all the functions are ascribed to a small team with proper support from

specialized departments. The support is only of advisory nature and routine functioning of these teams is

independent. The whole organization becomes an aggregate of small organizations, each having specific

objectives and these small organizations enjoy the authority to perform independently. The responsibility

is also defined through various checks such as performance appraisals of officials, periodical audits and

inspection.”

AUTOMAJOR LAKHANPUR

The manufacturing unit of AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur works is the most recent manufacturing facility of

the company. It took approximately 9 years since 1986 to roll out the first vehicle from this facility. The

unit is currently headed by a General Manager. At present there are about 1000 employees on roll which

includes about 200 officers, (Source: Work Force Statistics Report as of 31st August 2001). In addition to

assembling of vehicles, the unit also manufactures some of the spare parts. Now separate factory of gear

transmission has been established which produces gears etc. for the spare parts requirements. The number

of vehicles assembled has shown significant rise since the inception. In addition the product mix has

significantly changed with the inclusion of Medium Commercial Vehicles, Light Commercial Vehicles

and Samurai.

As the economy of India was shifting from a protective regime to the new open economy,

AUTOMAJOR’s top management conceived the idea of establishing a new production facility at

Lakhanpur. The main consideration was to cater to the demand of North India as Jagdishpur plant could

not take care of this demand completely. Special concessions were also offered for setting up the plant by

the government of the state, which was industrially backward. AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur Works as of

middle of 1990s was a top-of-the-line manufacturer of commercial vehicles. The technology used at the

plant is the most advanced among the entire sister units. In gear shop NC machines are used and in

assembly lines automatic conveyors are at work. According to a middle manager, “Whenever officials

1 TM2: It is an abbreviation used for top management. The number along with it describes the interviewee uniquely.
In the same way MM stands for middle management and W stands for worker in the case.
2 Top Gear Team was a team that was established to implement the change exercise at AUTOMAJOR Lucknow. It
comprised of few officials from AUTOMAJOR and consultants from Anderson Consulting.
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from Jagdishpur or Patalpur plant come to Lakhanpur, they feel jealous of the number of computers and

modern layout of administrative offices.”

Lakhanpur Works before Restructuring
Before the restructuring, i.e., before October 1997, AUTOMAJOR had a functional form of organization.

The division of the organization was based upon functions required to produce the vehicles. There were 7

main departments: manufacturing, quality, maintenance, administration, finance, planning and human

resources. Each department was headed by an AGM (Assistant General Manager) level officer, and all

AGMs reported directly to the GM (General Manager). Manufacturing was the largest department and

about 80% of all the employees of AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur were part of it.

Manufacturing was a large department, everybody knew that they had to produce required

number of vehicles per day, but nobody knew how they should be produced!-MM13

Initially, the pressure for production was high on Lakhanpur Plant due to the booming market demand.

The top management did not want to loose any production due to delay in the decision-making process

and hence decisions taken by the top management were not challenged and executed quickly. Slowly, it

became part of the culture of AUTOMAJOR that even routine decisions were taken by the top

management. In this process the middle management felt alienated. The work which would have been

accomplished by a routine decision taken at the right time, took hours before it was taken by someone

with higher authority.

If there is no coolant for the machine, worker had to inform supervisor. Supervisor will inform

higher official about this problem. Higher authorities will ask for alternatives from juniors and

someone down the line will arrange the coolant for machine. Whole of this procedure is followed

even if the coolant is available with another worker on the next machine. –MM2

It was the usual practice that the AGM himself walked down to the shop floor and gave the instructions to

the workers to ensure that the production went on smoothly. Their was discontent among the middle

managers as the AGM, some of them aver, publicly humiliated them on the shop floor; though later in his

cabin he may console them and confess it as a necessary tactic to get the work from the workers.

Rahul Sir used to come to the shop floor, talking to workers politely, humbly requesting them to

do their job and produce the required number of vehicles. On the other hand middle managers

were publicly humiliated by him in front of the workers.-MM2

3 All the interviews were conducted in 2001 over around 3 months’ time. Quotes have been mostly italicized and
indented.
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Middle managers reported that, before restructuring, workers had direct access to the AGM’s cabin.

Whenever there was a problem on the shop floor, a group of workers would go to the AGM and ‘by all

means’ get orders passed in their favour. ‘All Means’ according to them, meant by request first, else

making noises, dharna, and using other pressure tactics. Since production targets were to be met, most of

the times the management accommodated the demands of the workers.

Workers used to misbehave with us and we could do nothing. Our life was hell before

restructuring. –MM3

Before restructuring began in October 1997, each department was independent, for instance,

Manufacturing and Quality were two departments. They were expected to work in cooperation to produce

quality vehicles; however, both the departments had independent goals. Manufacturing had the goal to

produce more vehicles in order to meet the production target, whereas Quality department was concerned

only with the standards of the vehicles produced. The coordination among various departments was

lacking and each had an independent identity.

Production people used to say we didn’t get raw material of good quality and therefore the

quality of finished product is inferior, whereas Quality department would blame production

people, that they lacked skills to produce defect-free vehicles. –MM4

If my machine broke down, I used to wait for maintenance people to fix it, earlier I was not

trained for maintenance. I was not authorized to open machine for maintenance work. Even if

minor maintenance was required, which otherwise I could do, I used to call maintenance people

because they could blame me for tampering of machine if later any thing serious would go

wrong! –W1

RESTRUCTURING AT AUTOMAJOR LAKHANPUR

Need for Change at Lakhanpur Works
AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur is a relatively small plant as compared to the other plants of the company. The

production is limited to a hundred vehicles per day as compared to more than thousand vehicles being

produced at Patalpur. Restructuring is significant for Lakhanpur works because with low production

volumes, it is difficult to compete with other plants on the basis of the economies of scale. So restructuring

was a way to improve over current processes and make Lakhanpur Plant financially viable.

When asked if any change was needed at all for AUTOMAJOR, all the 35 interviewees asserted that

changes were necessary although reasons provided varied. While top management was concerned about
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AUTOMAJOR becoming the world class company through the restructuring exercise, the middle

management was bothered about the prevailing work culture.

But the truck business was heavily dependent on the ups and downs of business cycle. How will

AUTOMAJOR insulate itself from the future downturn? BPR is the answer. -TM2

BPR exercise is necessary to make AUTOMAJOR World Class Company. Toyota is our bench

mark and to reach to comparable standards to that of Toyota, we need restructuring. –TM1

Restructuring has given us authority to extract work from worker class and so we can be held

responsible for quality and quantity of vehicles at the end of each day.-MM5

Workers interviewed also agreed that the restructuring was necessary for the company. Although many of

them did not know what was Business Process Reengineering (BPR), but they knew about some of the

changes and that Centers of Excellence (CX) were established after a change exercise. Though, some of

the workers were skeptical of the need for change as they felt that the change exercise was another way to

control their actions by the management.

What is BPR? I know what CX is; it is workshop with new layout. We do maintenance of machine

ourselves and we work in teams in these CXs. -W2

Management wants to control us and give responsibility of work. -W3

Agents of Change
The decision for restructuring was taken at the Chairman’s level and interviewees opined that it was long

overdue as most of the other comparable manufacturing organizations had already undertaken

restructuring. Anderson Consultants were hired to plan and execute the change exercise at all the plants.

The three plants were restructured in phases, it was decided that Patalpur would be restructured first

followed by Jagdishpur and Lakhanpur.

The following story was related by one of the middle managers about the decision regarding appointment

of Anderson Consulting for AUTOMAJOR restructuring. One fine morning Mr. XYZ Auto (Chairman-

AUTOMAJOR) was playing golf with Anderson Consulting India Operations head. During tea break

Anderson Consulting Head explained about the idea of change according to Business Process

Reengineering for AUTOMAJOR and its expected benefits. Mr. XYZ Auto was convinced with his

exposition and he called the consultant later for a detailed presentation. In this way Anderson

Consultants were appointed for restructuring exercise at all the plants of AUTOMAJOR.

Anderson Consultants first went to AUTOMAJOR Patalpur plant and did a feasibility study and other

pilot studies pertaining to the functioning of the organization. They designed their recommendations on

the basis of a study conducted at Patalpur plant. While change exercise was being implemented at
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Patalpur, some Lakhanpur plant officials stayed with the team that was responsible for the change

exercise over there. These officials later formed the core group in the implementation of Business Process

Restructuring exercise at Lakhanpur Works. This core group was called the ‘Top Gear Team’ for the

BPR project.

The recommendations of the consultants were implemented at Lakhanpur plant in some cases with minor

modifications and in other cases ‘as they were’ basis. None of the recommendations were made public

and much of the activity for restructuring was behind the curtain. Only selected people other than the Top

Gear Team had knowledge about the change exercise, and the exact steps which were to be followed.

One presentation from Anderson consulting was given to all the employees of Lakhanpur works in

October 1997, which explained the general objectives of the change exercise and its advantages. That

presentation outlined the general benefits that restructuring could offer to AUTOMAJOR. It explained

that each class of employee would be benefited after the restructuring.

It is revolutionary idea which changes the way a company does business. -Anderson Consulting

Business reengineering for AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur works would mean reduction of non value

added activities, minimal time, labor and cost to produce the vehicle. It also means that

AUTOMAJOR will be flexible enough to deal with market fluctuations and other factors, both

internal (machine failure, etc) and external (supply of raw materials etc). All the activities in the

plant would be customer focused such that importance would be given to quality. (BPR as

explained in the report of Anderson Consulting to AUTOMAJOR)

Preparation for Change at Lakhanpur Works
As mentioned earlier, in order to implement the change exercise at Lakhanpur plant, a team was set up,

which was known as Top Gear Team. A core team of 15 officials was selected from various departments

of Lakhanpur works. In 1998, 3 officials from Lakhanpur works were deputed to Patalpur for a year to

work with the Top Gear Team in the pilot study and they were to implement the same at Lakhanpur. On

return a 15 member implementation team (inclusive of the original three) was formed for Lakhanpur

works.

Three consultants from Anderson Consulting Company also joined the Top Gear Team for a short period.

They were part of the team, which did the initial studies in the different departments. The head of the team

reported to the General Manager of Lakhanpur works. Anderson consultants were reporting directly to the

central office. With time there were changes in the constitution of this team. New members were added

and the old members were sent to different positions in the company (information provided by MM18 of

the Top Gear Team). As of year 2001 MM19 heads the top-gear project and most of the old members have
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been deployed in various divisions, which are known as Centers of Excellence (CX) after the change

exercise.

They (top management) consider restructuring exercise as Chairman’s fancy project. They were

enjoying powers to take small and routine decisions in day-to-day functioning of the company.

This gave them satisfaction. –MM31

We (Top Management) have not changed our mindset according to the new environment but we

are on the positive direction. -TM3

During 1997 meetings took place regularly among the members of the Top Gear Team and officials from

different departments. Written reports from the Patalpur plant were the chief source of information

regarding what to change and how to change. Gradually, employees started participating in discussions at

top-gear meetings. The pace of changes that were brought about during initial period of restructuring

(1998-99) was slow. Anderson consultants got frustrated with the progress of restructuring exercise at

Lakhanpur and left for corporate office at Bombay to complain about the apathy shown by the top officials

at Lakhanpur works. After Anderson Consultants went back, the 15 members of the core team were the

resource persons as they were involved with the change process from the beginning. See Figure 1 for a

snapshot of the change agents involved at various stages.

All reports from Patalpur were brought by 15 members of the Top Gear Team. These reports were

confidential. They had understood the methodology of implementation and problems associated

with it. -MM19

Process of Change at Lakhanpur Works
After choosing the areas of change, the feasibility report was made. The team members and the officials

discussed the report and the rough draft of change was agreed upon. Human Resource (HR) department

suggested the names of the change agents for the exercise. The officials from this department had a lot of

say during the change process and the cost reduction by means of reducing the manpower in various

departments was calculated by them. Most of the ideas by HR department were pertaining to cost

reduction and not related to other aspects of the organization.

HR people were dictating names for the new posts created after restructuring, many a times a post

was created for a person. -MM33

Cost saving was the main objective of every discussion held in the context of restructuring, HR

would bargain to reduce the manpower per department while explaining restructuring exercise to

different departments. -MM31

After the preliminary meetings a rough draft was made ready for each department and then the concerned

department officials were involved. The Top Gear Team made a presentation to them about how to
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implement the change. The presentation consisted of a migration plan4 which provided the phases during

change and the new structure of the department.

Figure 1: Change Agents at AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur Works

Continuous bargaining occurred between the Top Gear Team and concerned department officials on the

number of workmen to be allocated. As emphasis was upon reducing the work-force, so the Top Gear

Team along with the HR justified the logic of lesser people per department, while production officials

brought out the dimension of existing work-load and demanded greater number of employees. However,

the last say was that of the Top Gear Team upon such matters.

Change was not participatory; it was imposed one after another in phases. –MM1

4 There was an ‘As-is’ study, “To-be’ plan, and the link between the two was a migration plan.
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Logistics department for Samurai factory works only with 12 employees, earlier there were more

than 50 employees in the Plant Logistics Group. This is a great constraint as 12 people can’t

pursue orders of such large number of parts. -MM32

The presentation did not give details regarding how to implement the change. So how the change

was actually brought about was responsibility of an individual or change agent who was selected

by the Top Gear Team and the HR department. Top Gear Team members did not help much after

this presentation and did not visit various departments during or after the change exercise took

place. -MM26

There were inherent assumptions in the whole exercise – the system in all the 93 departments was

same, moreover there won’t be any resistance to change. – MM34

The heads of certain Centers of Excellence and other new structures formed after restructuring were from

the Top Gear Team, these new establishments had the advantage of having experienced managers. Other

centers kept complaining of non-cooperation from the Top Gear Team during the implementation phase.

In the case of Logistics group of the Samurai Factory, they got MM26 as Manager. He was

inexperienced and faced many problems during implementation of the change. He did have prior

experience of restructuring, whereas, in case of CX-Cowl, the change agent MM23 made his

center as a role model for others. He was member of the Top Gear Team earlier and therefore

concepts of restructuring were clear to him. This made him a more successful Manager as

compared to MM26. -MM32

CHANGES IN MANUFACTURING AT AUTOMAJOR LAKHANPUR

At Lakhanpur plant ‘Samurai’ is assembled along with commercial vehicles. Some spare parts (gears) are

also manufactured in the Transmission Factory. Majority of the raw material are supplied by the other

AUTOMAJOR plants and Lakhanpur plant assembles all the components to produce vehicles. Engine

assembly is supplied by the Patalpur plant, cowl for trucks and frame components are supplied by the

Jagdishpur plant and chassis for Samurai vehicle is supplied by the Patalpur plant.

Before restructuring the general outlook of the employees was to make vehicles in the specified time

rather than saving over cost and maintaining quality of vehicles produced. Business Process

Reengineering was a solution devised to save costs and produce vehicles more efficiently in terms of

processes. As we have seen in the earlier part of this case, there were various bottlenecks prevailing in

manufacturing and other departments. After restructuring, the organization structure of manufacturing at

AUTOMAJOR as a process was expected to be as below (See Figure 2). This new structure was based
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upon processes involved in the manufacturing of the vehicles rather than associated the functions.

Anderson Consultants defined a process as the “whole exercise to make some defined contribution to get

a defined output from a defined input” (Anderson Consulting Report).

The whole manufacturing activity in the company (AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur Works) was divided into 4

divisions (3 Factories and Central Logistics, See Figure 2). The three factories that were constituted after

restructuring were, Transmission Factory (also known as Gears Factory), Commercial Vehicles Factory,

and Samurai Vehicle Factory. All the three factories were independent with respect to each other. In the

Transmission Factory, there are three Centers of Excellence: CX-Heat Treatment, CX-Gear and CX-

Crown Wheel and Pinion (CWP). Raw material for gears known as blank is first machined in CX-Gears

and CX-CWP and then to improve over properties it is heat treated in CX-Heat Treatment. To support

these three CXs with logistics there is the Factory Logistics. It provides day to day support of raw

material and other inventories for CXs. Factory Planning and Improvement Group (FPIG) provides

services to improve the current processes.

Formation of Center of Excellence (CX)
Center of Excellence (CX) was conceptualized as a micro-organization to produce vehicles.

Center of excellence (CX) is a model sub plant which is independent in many respects. Here the

best practices with respect to process, people, and technology are followed. In particular the

following key factors associated with lean manufacturing are demonstrated - process focused

organization, flexibility in volumes of production, efficiency in new product introduction, and

improved performance on key performance indicators which are relevant to that center. (report of

Anderson Consulting to AUTOMAJOR)

In the beginning (November 1997) two pilot CXs were launched - Samurai-Trim and Crown Wheel and

Pinion (CWP). Samurai Trim (CX-Samurai Trim) produced Samurai vehicles partially – the frames were

being assembled with engines here, later chassis assembly was integrated to make the complete vehicle.

Thus complete assembly of Samurai was divided into two steps, each step being independent of the other.

In both the cases the input (raw material, etc.) and output (partial assembly, etc.) were well defined. The

frame of Samurai was supplied by the Patalpur plant, and this was the primary input for Samurai Trim.

The axle and tyres were fitted upon the frame in the subsequent steps at this CX and finally the engine

was mounted upon this frame. Partially completed Samurai then went to the second CX, known as

Samurai-Chassis.
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Figure 2: Process Structure of AUTOMAJOR

Abbreviations Used:

FPIG: Factory Planning and Improvement Group; SDT: Self Directed Team

CWP: Crown Wheel and Pinion; CX: Center of Excellence

Similarly, two other factories - Commercial Vehicle Factory and Samurai Factory have CXs and

other support departments.
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The basic idea was to make production process of the sub-assembly (Samurai Trim) independent of other

production processes in vehicle assembly area. This CX had its own logistics supply, maintenance team,

production people and improvement group. After formation of CX, there was supposed to be a change in

the way production was carried out at AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur Works. The responsibility was given to

CX owners about the number of vehicles produced, which was scaled down to workers’ level as

production targets of subassemblies. At the same time the authority to work independently was provided

with formation of Self Directed Teams (SDT).

Samurai Trim has become factory of its own (after restructuring), it has defined input and output.

–TM3

The structure below (See Figure 3) suggests that GM AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur works is now designated

as Head Produce, though even after the restructuring, he is not really called as the Head Produce, and he

still uses his designation as GM-AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur Works. The three factories come under his

purview and each factory is headed by a ‘factory owner’.

I am owner of factory. Now I am able to take decisions which were unheard of in the

past. Today I am talking to other companies to outsource certain types of gears. There is

great demand for these gears and I am unable to produce due to limited capacity of my

factory. This outsourcing will increase the turnover of my factory. As of now I have

capacity to produce 700 sets of gears, but demand in market is much more. There are

local manufacturers for the same gear component. I am trying to get gears made from

their factories, but the mark will be of AUTOMAJOR. We are checking their quality and

providing technical guidance to them to achieve quality as per specifications. –TM4

This transition from functional structure to process structure (See Figure 4) was done in a phased manner,

as we have seen two pilot CXs were started initially and then after the stabilization of these two CXs,

other CXs were launched. For the establishment of a CX itself various phases were defined in advance.

The timetable was made according to which various changes were to be implemented in a CX. The

change was radical in the sense that the formation of CX took one day - in just one day there was a

complete new structure, the designations of employees were changed, etc within a CX. There after, in due

course of time, different features of Process Structure were added to the CX.

Key Performance Index (KPI)
Key Performance Index (KPI) was designed to judge the relative performance of CXs. Some parameters

were decided, and based upon them; targets were allocated to each CX. The targets of CXs were then

linked with individual performance of an employee through KPI of the individual. Thus KPI defined the
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role of an individual in a CX and KPI for CX defined its role in a factory, thus in a way there was

integration of goals as well as delegation of responsibility to each individual. However, new development

that took place after BPR implementation was that the employees started becoming too individualistic.

The primary reason for this was that KPI system was too individualistic in nature and the team work was

not evaluated as a part of performance of an employee.

KPIs are too individualistic. Now an individual doesn’t feel like helping others because he is

more concerned with his KPI rather then performance of the team. -MM 13

With KPI, every one of us knows what our duties are and what is expected from us. –MM

I know our integrated performance appraisal system needs review and we are working over it. –

TM1

Figure 3 Hierarchal Structure based upon Processes

Currently (after suggestions were incorporated into the new appraisal system) Performance Appraisal

form has Team Work column. This column is filled by the immediate higher ranking officer of the

employee for his efforts of working in a team. Each month “AUTOMAJOR Employee of the Month” is

selected based upon KPI and his participation in the team. Her photo and achievement is published on

intranet website and she is rewarded with certificate for her good performance.
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

In order to make CXs independent of each other and for ensuring accountability of a CX, supplier-customer

relationship was attempted. Service level agreements (SLA) between different CXs and departments were

initiated. Service Level Agreement was a document which listed obligations to be satisfied by the supplier

CX for the customer CX. However, the document was often not respected and maintained merely as a

routine paper work. Even though in the production area SLAs are adhered to some extent, in the services

area they are considered an unequivocal failure. Gradually they are being integrated into the culture of the

company, but only in the production area.

What is the use of SLA between CX Chassis and HR department? –MM15

Where can we obtain Frame other then CX Frame? We cannot have Supplier-Customer

relationship with one supplier and one customer. -MM16

Earlier, telephone was the source to know how many frames would be ready, but now we are

assured that number of frames written on SLA would be delivered. –MM16

Self Directed Teams (SDT)

Business Process Reengineering brought a new concept at AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur Works for workers,

which was known as SDT or Self Directed Teams. In this concept groups were made of 4-5 workers each.

One of them was assigned the role of leader for the team. SDT was conceptualized to make workers more

responsible towards work as well as assigning authority to take routine decisions. After formation of SDTs,

workers were allowed to plan their leave schedule, vacation and shift of working among themselves.

Definite target oriented goals were assigned to these workers and they were left free to accomplish these

goals in their own way.

We have to produce 32 frames in say 4 hours, after formation of SDT there is no supervisor to

make us work and make sure that 32 frames are produced. We know how to make frames and we

manage to produce them by mutual cooperation among ourselves. The formation of SDTs has

brought a sense of target oriented work culture in us that we have to make 32 frames in 4 hours.

Before formation of SDTs, we were making frames but we were not concerned about numbers.

The numbers were the headache of the supervisor and we did work according to our convenience

rather than the goal of producing required number of frames. -W3

We can plan our leave, but we make sure that work output does not get affected. -W4

I feel more responsible now (after SDT formation), some years earlier one among us would work

and nobody will blame those who do not work and praise the hard working ones. -W5

The formation of SDT was the last stage in formation of Center of Excellence. Several such SDTs came

under the purview of one supervisor. This supervisor merely overviews the working of the teams and solves

the worker’s difficulties in day-to-day manufacturing activity. She does not interfere in routine work. With
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formation of SDT, supervision required over workers was less and the supervisors were released and

became part of the Improvement Group. Their work domain changed to improve over current processes

rather then routine allocation of work to workers and supervise them. CX owner is a guide to all

supervisors in both Execute (Production) Group and Improvement Group. SDT has helped in organizing

improvement initiatives such as 6-Sigma. Earlier (before restructuring) such initiatives were neglected as

supervisors had no time for these activities. Middle Managers opined that workers were not ready to take

responsibility for such initiatives, because they thought their work was limited to producing the required

number of units. Formation of SDTs brought a sense of responsibility among workers.

As a team I know we have to produce 100 set of gears in one shift, specifications are also known

in advance to us. We decide our own way to produce and help each other in case of any

maintenance problem. -W5

Execute Group and Improve Group
After the restructuring exercise the whole workforce in a center of excellence was divided into two parts -

Execute Group and Improve or Improvement Group. Most of the employees in CX were part of the

Execute Group. This group was responsible for production as well as maintenance of the machines.

Execute Group has specific targets to achieve and their KPIs are based upon these targets.

My job is to produce trucks, I get daily target from Sir (Supervisor) or I just go to the notice

board to look for the production target. I work along with other members of the team to achieve

target and we are collectively responsible for the achievement of targets. -W7

Maintenance, Quality, and Production together constituted an Execute group, i.e., within execute group old

functional structure exists. But the size of the group is small and many of these activities are the

responsibility of the same member of a CX. This makes CX an independent entity in the company. Each

CX has a definite number of employees based upon an assessment of work in a CX. Formation of CX

helped in better allocation of work among employees. Each CX has definite objectives and these objectives

are scaled down to Execute Group, and further to SDTs working within the Execute Group. This

integration of goals helps in better management of the workforce and considerable number of workers

became free for improvement over current processes according to the interviewees.

Improvement Group looks for improvement over current practices. The main idea of improvement group

was to have a continuous improvement over current processes. Middle managers opined that this

improvement group was a major change from the past, as earlier nobody was responsible for

improvements. Only routine jobs were done to produce vehicles and no initiative was taken by anyone for

improvement over processes. Rather, there was no culture in the company to give suggestions. Changes

were brought about only when the system (during functional structure regime) became quite non functional.
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6-sigma quality initiative has helped in improving quality of products and documentation of

quality aspects which was not (the case) earlier. -MM19

Earlier there were no suggestion boxes, now we give suggestions for improvement. These

suggestions are counted and are part of our performance appraisal form. A number of

suggestions are given and executed in practice. They are displayed prominently on notice boards.

-W9

Visual Management System (VMS)
With the formation of CXs one of the visible changes has been the Visual Management System. Big notice

boards were put up at the corners of every CX where information about targets and other information

pertaining to that CX are displayed. Workers looked at VMS notice board for knowing daily production

targets, performance of CX, new suggestions, names of maintenance people within CX, etc. Visual

Management System was the responsibility of the leader of SDT and he had to update the records

pertaining to his SDT. Basically there were 5 types of records on a notice board: S: Safety; Q: Quality; D:

Delivery; C: Cost; and M: Morale.

All Notices which are put upon boards are visual in nature, graphs and figures are used to explain the status

of a parameter. The above five parameters are displayed for each CX. Safety aspects are judged through the

number of accidents. Quality is judged by the number of rejection and rework carried out per shift.

Delivery aspect is judged by the number of units produced per shift. Cost aspect is judged on the basis of

inventory, and other indirect costs associated with per unit of production. Lastly Morale is judged by the

rate of absenteeism of the employees. VMS is expected to give an instant snapshot of the performance of a

CX.

We use it (VMS notice board) to know, who could rectify and do small repairs of machines. VMS

has skill matrix which helps us to identify person for maintenance among us. Some of us can

maintain and make minor repairs for more than one machine; our record about ability to do

maintenance is displayed on the notice board. -W11

VMS is used by me to see performance in the previous shift, if there has been defects in a

particular machine then I could do corrective action in time instead of getting knowledge of

recurring defects after some time. -W11

On the other hand there appears to be a general apathy towards VMS from the top management.

I saw VMS notice board last month. -TM3

None of us goes to VMS notice boards and gives advice for improvements to process owners, SDT

leaders etc. -TM4
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There is also an indication that Visual Management System is implemented merely as a ritual. Although all

the records on the notice boards were up-to-date, yet they were not used by CX. Most of the decisions were

taken by using other modes of communication.

I don’t see VMS, I trust telephone over it. Say, I need a maintenance person for gear cutting

machine. I don’t need to run to VMS to look for skill matrix. I will just call on telephone and ask

for help. Person on the other side of telephone will give me information about the person who is

available for the maintenance work. VMS does not give information about the availability and

relative efficiency of a person for the maintenance work. -MM20

I check the production target from the supervisor; it’s unusual to go to VMS for this small piece

of information. AUTOMAJOR is a small plant and every body knows each- other personally. So, I

ask my supervisor informally. -W12

Relative Performance of CXs
The formation of CXs in the company was done in a phased manner. In all there were eight CXs in

AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur works. Two of them were rolled out in the beginning as pilot CXs - CX-CWP in

transmission factory and CX- Samurai Trim in Samurai factory. Others followed in due course of time.

However the performance of CXs was uneven. Some of them had matured and formation of SDTs was

successful, on the other hand in some CXs all the work was actually done according to the functional form

of structure and the CX existed only for the name-sake. Examples of the best performing CXs were in

Samurai factory, whereas in case of transmission factory the CXs were not so successful. Partly it was due

to the CX owner’s experience. The CX owner of Samurai Trim had prior experience with change activity.

He was one of the team members of the Top-Gear project whereas CX owner of the heat treatment CX of

transmission factory was not experienced.

Samurai CXs are giving good results, but results from CX-Heat Treatment are not good enough.

Still number of rejections is high in this CX. Such is the plight that even after years of

establishment of the gear factory, the manufacturing cost per set of gear is nowhere comparable

to that at Patalpur plant. -MM21

Maintenance
With BPR implementation, maintenance work was integrated with production and it became decentralised.

The routine and preventive maintenance of machines was done by the set of same workers who operated it.

Thus the routine maintenance of machines in CX was done by workers which belonged to the particular

CX. This has reduced the load on the maintenance people as well as helped the workers to gain new skills.

Now we are organizing training for employees at all levels to improve over current processes.

They attend because they know there is no future without continuous improvement. Training

expenses are justified because now workers can maintain their machines themselves. -MM16
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There is a pool of workers within CX, who are capable of doing routine maintenance of machines. They are

trained by the maintenance staff regularly. The central maintenance does more of the non-routine and the

maintenance work which is beyond the ability of workers in a CX. It also looks after the warranty of

machines and machine health. Certain machines which are sophisticated, such as CNC machines, and

require very high technical expertise to maintain them, are looked after by central maintenance department.

Central maintenance also supplies spares if needed for the machines used in different CXs. The three tier

system of maintenance is:

1. Tier 1: At this level, routine maintenance activities within CX are performed.

2. Tier 2: At this level, long-term activities like machine health audits are done. The improvements or

up-gradations at the level of factory are done at this level. Specialized maintenance is taken up at the

level of factory planning and improvement group (FPIG).

3. Tier 3: At this level, the electronic, motors, hydraulic and pneumatic repairs are done. The

maintenance equipment, spares and storage are centrally managed for the whole company.

In central maintenance we do tier-2 and tier-3 maintenance. Our job is to provide consultancy to

different CXs and train the workers for small maintenance of machines. -MM21

Most of the routine maintenance is done within CX; however some routine maintenance such as

overhauling of machines after long use is taken by the central maintenance department. –MM21

Quality
Central Quality came into being after Business Process Restructuring was implemented. It has replaced

what was earlier the Quality Assurance department. Quality Assurance was separate from manufacturing. It

was responsible for quality of raw material. Each part being bought or supplied by a vendor had to go

through quality assurance certification. This took time and unnecessary delay was involved.

To get raw material, manufacturing department had to wait (before restructuring) for quality

assurance to clear the consignment from supplier. This always took considerable time. –MM14

We had a reason to explain delays in production earlier, as Quality Assurance delayed the supply

of raw material to the shop floor. But now we ourselves are responsible for material as workers

check the incoming as well as outgoing quality. -MM14

The production people used to blame the quality officials if anything went wrong with the quality of the

finished product. Their standard answer used to be that Quality Assurance couldn’t supply the raw material

of right quality. Quality of product was not the responsibility of anyone in the company and diffused

responsibility didn’t inspire anybody to work for quality. Moreover the Quality Assurance department was

too busy with routine checking and therefore didn’t have time to suggest improvement measures in the

production processes.
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ISO-9000 implementation started with a fanfare in the year 1996. Companywide changes were undertaken

and new documentation procedures were designed. However, when the demand picked up the emphasis

was shifted to the number of vehicles produced. The ISO-9000 implementation was stopped and before it

could become a part of the AUTOMAJOR culture, the implementation was aborted. This gave an

impression that the management was not serious about improving the current processes and was interested

only in showing the improvements on paper. This mindset had created a resistance among the employees

against the BPR exercise. They considered it as one more fad by the management.

Quality department created after the restructuring exercise had taken its new role under the purview of the

improvement group. Now instead of performing the routine tasks like checking for quality of raw material

and finished product, it has become an advisory body. Quality problems come to it and solutions are

derived collectively through team work. It performs quality audit for the assembly line and various CXs.

These audits have special significance in improving the current quality levels. The department also

oversees various activities, such as implementation of ISO-9000 and QS-9000. 6-Sigma initiative has been

taken by this department to improve the current production processes. The Quality Department also tests

the critical measurements and checks specifications in its metrology lab and its report is considered final.

The department also tests the quality of raw material from the new vendors. Once the vendor is certified

from Quantity it can supply material directly to the shop floor. The routine quality checks are performed by

the logistics group of CXs (Source: the head of the Metrology Lab).

Logistics
Business Process Reengineering mainly focused upon the Logistics function after Manufacturing. Logistics

were changed to suit the requirements of the process structure. Before restructuring, material procurement

was a separate department which looked after the company needs of raw material. All the small parts as

well as big machines were procured by this department. It was one of the largest departments of Lakhanpur

works. There were 50 TM grade employees earlier who have now been reduced to less than 20 (source:

interview of MM31). This department used to order and track the orders for all the spare parts, raw material

needs etc of the company. Since the logistical needs were quite diverse for each of the assembly line, it was

difficult to give attention to all the parts. Moreover, due to the procedures involved, it took time to convey

to the materials division about the shortage of parts by the production people. It was a usual practice for the

production managers to blame material procurement department for delay in getting the raw material on the

shop floor which in turn delayed the production of vehicles.

Many times we did not know that a part is in shortage on the shop floor. –MM30

Production people used to take advantage of this and blame the materials division for late supply

of raw material. On the other hand materials division officials would blame the production

people for late intimation of shortage of a particular part. –MM30
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In the Material Procurement department each individual was specialized to procure certain type of parts or

raw material. In due course of time each one had developed a personal relationship with the vendor or a

group of them. For example, one official would procure lubricants for the whole company. So he became

an expert in the area of procuring lubricants only and not in any other part. This brought efficiency in the

procurement procedure as many of the interviewees gave opinion in favor of one person for procurement of

one type of material or group of parts. Now after Business Process Reengineering implementation each CX

has its own logistics group. This logistics group is responsible for providing all the raw material required

for production of a product associated with that CX. The logistics group works under the supervision of the

Factory owner. Factory owner is held responsible for any lacunae in raw material needs. It has to

coordinate with central procurement for specific factory needs for the first time order of certain parts.

Logistics Group at factory level is expected to coordinate with suppliers for routine and repetitive needs of

parts which are required by the factory. This is to make factory an independent entity in terms of

procurement of raw material.

Central logistics is a part of manufacturing; however its role in day to day functioning of Centers of

Excellence is negligible. Central logistics procures material for the first time for newly developed models

of vehicles. Once the process of procurement becomes mature, the responsibility is shifted to Factory

Logistics. Mature process means when the vendor could supply raw material or parts without supervision

directly to Logistics Group of factory. Central Logistics develops only the new vendors. Vendor problem

has been a great hurdle for AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur as it is a small plant which produces less than 100

vehicles a day. In comparison to that AUTOMAJOR Patalpur and Jagdishpur plant are large and economies

of scales favor them. Vendors which supply to Lakhanpur are also suppliers to AUTOMAJOR Plant at

Patalpur and Jagdishpur and therefore Lakhanpur gets ‘step brotherly treatment’ from these suppliers.

We got damaged brackets of Samurai from one of the suppliers. This supplier occupies monopoly

position and dictates terms on Lakhanpur Plant. The main reason could be our fluctuating

demands and the transportation cost. It is costly for a supplier to transport raw material to

Lakhanpur plant from a far flung state. –MM33

Now demand for vehicles is less and production at Lakhanpur plant is actually financially

unviable because producing in small numbers doesn’t allow reaching breakeven. Patalpur and

Jagdishpur plants provide us raw materials. They have the required capacity to produce vehicles

according to demand, however production at Lakhanpur is done just to make plant running. -

MM31

However, not all the problems of Logistics at Lakhanpur Works could be solved by restructuring alone.

The production schedule that came from the corporate office has been unpredictable due to tight market
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conditions. This schedule was often changed at the last minute and this created lots of difficulties for the

procurement department. All this aggravated the problems of Logistics at AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur. Now

there are fewer people who are responsible for arranging the raw material in respective factories. They have

to keep track of all types of material, which is required in a factory. This means that they have to deal with

many suppliers simultaneously which is a difficult job. Earlier (before the change exercise) each one was

dealing with a specific type of raw material, so personal relations developed over time which were helpful

to get the material in time.

AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur gets the production schedule for the next month on the 16th of the

previous month. Often these are changed due to market fluctuations. What can we do if schedule

is changed on the 27th of a month? –MM33

There is no dedicated supplier for us. There are problems in getting the supply of raw material

from Patalpur suppliers, because they always prefer to supply Patalpur plant rather than the

Lakhanpur Plant. –MM31

Earlier, one person used to look after a specific product, say lubricant. He knew the suppliers of

Lubricant personally. This had ensured timely delivery, but now sometimes there are confusions

in procurement. Lubricant is needed by all the factories (Samurai, Transmission and Vehicle).

Now there are at least three different persons who get the supply of lubricant for the company.

Earlier it was only one person for the whole factory. -MM32

Researchers were wondering how to make sense of the whole restructuring exercise at AUTOMAJOR,

how to assess its advantages and what can be the potential area of problems…..
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RESTRUCTURING AT AUTOMAJOR LAKHANPUR PART B

As the researchers were trying to understand the restructuring exercise, they stumbled upon the fact that
there was a 5 month lockout in the plant in 2000. Here are some aspects of the lockout and its effect on
restructuring as they got to know from the managers that they interviewed.

According to some managers the Lockout on the 28th March, 2000 was probably the single most important
development that had changed the way AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur functioned. During the interviews the
middle managers opined that prior to the lockout the workers of AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur were
‘notorious for their anti-management stand’. At the same time the management had to give in to the
demands of the workers because production could not be interrupted. After the lockout 200 workers were
dismissed from their jobs and hundreds of others were punished through months of salary loss. All this
instilled fear in the minds of the workers and this ‘helped to a great extent in implementing the change
exercise’ (source: lockout file).

The pace of implementation of BPR has been rapid after the reopening of the plant subsequent to the
lockout. The terms set by the management were accepted by the new union that was formed after the
lockout, which made it simpler to implement the tough decisions of BPR exercise. After reopening, all 6
CXs were launched in quick succession (subsequent to CX-CWP and CX-Samurai Trim).

After reopening of the plant there was an altogether different situation. All the workers were on
the receiving end as they were not having money and job. All officers were paid full salary for
nearly 6 months during the period of the Lockout. –MM3
We were making plans of restructuring while sitting in AUTOMAJOR guest house during the
lockout. -MM4

There were expectations that the restructuring would lead to benefit for workers as the wage revision was
due around September, 1999. This led to a series of silent demonstrations. The management refused to
give in to the demands and pressure. Early following year one such demonstration turned violent, some of
the officers were hurt and police was called leading to firing and death of several workers and a 5 month
shutdown of the plant. After the lockout the workers were called for direct talks with the management.
They were asked about the reasons which led to the incident preceding the lockout. A fresh Memorandum
of Settlement (MOS) between management and workers was signed on 2nd September 2000, for active
cooperation of workers in BPR implementation before the plant was reopened.

HR officials and the top management had long meetings with the workers. The suggestions were
invited from all the workers to avoid such a situation in the future. During the meetings workers
gave suggestions in favor of BPR. This was quite surprising, but I think they were not having any
other alternative. -MM7
I feel that lockout is one reason for all the changes rather than BPR exercise standing alone. It
was not possible to implement BPR unless lockout had happened. –MM9 (Top Gear member)
Lockout has definitely helped in restructuring exercise by instilling fear in the minds of the
workers and made them accept recommendations. -MM
The progress (of restructuring) before lockout was so slow that the consultants got frustrated and
left Lakhanpur. Later they came back with special request from the GM AUTOMAJOR Lakhanpur
Works and carried out left over change exercise implementation. –MM21

During the lockout, Top Gear Team held regular meetings at company’s guest house (situated away from
the plant) to discuss about change process implementation after the plant would reopen. It was decided
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during these meetings that the change would be implemented in one go rather than in phases after the
reopening of the plant. According to the interviewees, the workers were under fear and hence ready to
accept any demands of the management as they were without any pay for 5 months. After the plant was
reopened 200 workers were dismissed from jobs and many others faced disciplinary enquiries.
Interviewees also talked about the role that the lockout played in facilitating various restructuring measures
like SDT, maintenance and quality.

SDT was a concept which required active participation from the workers. Fear among the workers after the
lockout contributed to the implementation of SDTs, though many workers accepted that work content had
increased after their formation.

With half the number of workers we are making the same number of gear sets in each shift as we
used to make before the formation of SDT. -W5
After the lockout we had no choice, but to accept management demand s. -W6
After the lockout we made legal agreement that workers had to participate in team activities. –
MM17
The Management shall generate guidelines for creation and effective implementation of SDTs. The
Workmen shall be guided by their superiors in implementing their SDTs. The structure shall be
created in line with these guidelines. Each worker will accept the group leadership by rotation, if
assigned. The group will be responsible for liasoning related to materials, maintenance, safety etc
and also for guiding team members and carrying out routine trouble shooting / manning
workstation / machine in absence of a team member, maintaining VMS etc. (MOS, p 30-31).

The systemic changes due to restructuring were not visible till after the reopening of the plant. Workers
were then found to be ‘sincere’ in working and adapting to working in teams. Before the lockout there was
stiff resistance from all quarters for BPR implementation.

“No, I didn’t carry out maintenance of my own machine before the lockout. I would wait for the
maintenance worker for even the routine maintenance work. Actually I feared that if any thing
goes wrong then I would not be able to fix it up, and after I would fail, there would be no help
from anyone as every one would say ‘do it your self’ instead of helping me. -W7
After the lockout, the workers are more sincere as compared to prelockout period. Earlier they
were not responsive to improvement initiatives. Now they take active part as well as give
suggestions for improvement. -TM3

There is significance of lockout for maintenance also, as now (after reopening of plant) very strict action
is taken if any machine is damaged due to negligence of a worker. MOS stated clearly that maintenance
would be the responsibility of the worker who was working on the machine and he has to inform
immediately to the superior about any maintenance problem.

All workmen will take good care of the tools and equipment issued to them by the company, and
ensure safe-keeping of the same after completing the day’s work… (Worker would) undertake
multiple and diverse activities/ work assignments including attending breakdowns and
undertaking preventive maintenance, along with other routine manufacturing, inspection, repair
and rectification activities (page 25, MOS).
Workmen related to maintenance activities would be called on weekly off days and substituted
weekly off will be given as per provisions of law. In addition, in areas/ departments, wherever
required, for maintenance staff a system of staggered weekly off can also be introduced at the
sole discretion of the management. For carrying out the maintenance activity the workmen may
also have to go on staggered lunch / tea break or may be required to work during the shift change
time (page 28, MOS).

Lockout helped in getting the cooperation from workers in order to implement the quality initiatives as
well, even though this had increased their workload.

(Workers) agree to enhance productivity by jointly working with the management by
participating effectively and implementing improvement initiatives, viz. 5s, Kaizen, Small Group
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Activity, 6-Sigma exercises etc. and agree to work towards achieving quality targets and other
targets given to Center of Excellence (CX) (Page 25, MOS)
.

Researchers were again left wondering how to make sense of the whole restructuring exercise now….
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